GRAVITY BIKE RACK | PLB-2R
INSTRUCTIONS

TOOLS REQUIRED
Drill, Phillips Screwdriver

PARTS LIST

A Curved Base x1
B Angled Section x1
C Center Section x1
D Top Section x1
E Support Arms x4
F Mounting Screw x1

WARNING
Please read installation instructions carefully prior to installing. Before using the product thoroughly test the fully-weighted product (with equipment in place) to ensure the product has been installed properly. Do not allow children to play on product. ITW Brands is not responsible for any damage resulting from improper installation, overloading or product failure.
1 Set Curved Base A on the floor. Attach Angled Section B to the base as shown.
Attach Center Section C and Top Section D with Key Holes on either side.

2 This bike stand must be positioned against the wall. Use 4” mounting screw F to secure unit to wall stud.

3 Determine desired height for each bike and Slip Support Arm Brackets E into Key Holes and push down to lock in place. If arms are upside down, simply rotate the hooks. It may be necessary to loosen the screw attaching the hook to the arm.

NOTE: For bikes that don’t have a level top bar (many female bikes and smaller frames), the Support Arms may be attached with one side higher than the other (see top bike in drawing).

WARNING: Secure unit to wall with provided anchor at top screw hole. Do not allow children to climb on or play near stand.

Limited Warranty: These products are sold “as is” without any express or implied warranties. ITW Brands’ sole liability, if any, shall be to replace this product or refund the purchase price. The performance of these products is subject to variable conditions and maximum load ratings are shown for comparison purposes only.
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Thank you for purchasing this product. Racor storage and organizational solutions will inspire and put you back in control of your space. Racor has the largest variety of solutions to organize and store bikes, sports equipment, lawn and garden supplies, bulky items like ladders and totes, and clutter items like tools. Please visit www.RacorStorageSolutions.com for other great organizational products.